Synaptic plasticity in a regenerated crayfish phasic motoneuron.
Crustacean neuromuscular systems provide many advantages for the study of synaptic transmission and plasticity. The present study examines aspects of synaptic transmission in the phasic, fast closer excitor (FCE) motoneuron of regenerated crayfish claws. Excitatory postsynaptic potentials (EPSPs) fatigued rapidly and showed poor long-term facilitation (LTF) in the smallest of regenerating claws. EPSPs in larger regenerating claws fatigued less and showed pronounced facilitation. These observations were not the same as those previously made during primary development of this motoneuron (Lnenicka and Atwood, 1985a, J. Neuroscience 5:459-467). Hence, regeneration is not the recapitulation of primary development. In situ stimulation of the FCE is known to lead to long-lasting adaptation of synaptic performance. This adaptation is age dependent; it is expressed in young but not old animals. In the regenerated FCE of old animals, we observed a novel form of long-lasting adaptation to imposed activity: EPSPs showed large initial EPSPs and did not exhibit resistance to fatigue during maintained stimulation. This indicates that aged motoneurons can express adaptive changes to increased activity following axonal regeneration, but that the adaptive changes are the opposite to what is observed in nonregenerated motoneurons.